A feasible and flexible annotation system is designed for joint tokenization and part-of-speech (POS) tagging to annotate those languages without natural definitions of words. This design was motivated by the fact that word separators are not used in many highly analytic East and Southeast Asian languages. Although several of the languages are well-studied, e.g., Chinese and Japanese, many are understudied with low resources, e.g., Burmese (Myanmar) and Khmer. In the first part of the article, the proposed annotation system, named nova, is introduced. nova contains only four basic tags (n, v, a, and o); these tags can be further modified and combined to adapt complex linguistic phenomena in tokenization and POS tagging. In the second part of the article, the feasibility and flexibility of nova is illustrated from the annotation practice on Burmese and Khmer. The relation between nova and two universal POS tagsets is discussed in the final part of the article.
INTRODUCTION
Tokenization and part-of-speech (POS) tagging are two of the most basic tasks applied to raw textual data in sophisticated natural language processing (NLP) applications. For most Indo-European languages, the tokenization process is relatively trivial because their writing systems already use spaces to separate words, which can be used directly as tokens. 1 Thus, the tokenization process for these languages mainly handles punctuation marks, compounds, abbreviations, and capitalizations [11, 14] . For these languages, the POS tagging process is usually regarded as a separate task from tokenization. However, in East and Southeast Asia, most languages do not always use completely absent in the Chinese-character based writing systems used by Chinese and Japanese. Many Southeast Asian languages using Brahmi scripts, which are abugidas, only apply spaces inconsistently for easier reading when necessary, e.g., spaces are used to separate long phrases in Burmese, and are more seldom used in Khmer to separate long clauses. Korean and Vietnamese are two exceptional languages in East and Southeast Asia, which regularly use spaces in their writing systems. In Korean, a main reason is the abandoning of Chinese characters in the orthography, where spaces are required for easier reading. In Vietnamese, the spaces are used to separate phonetic syllables rather than morphologically meaningful units. Consequently, Korean and Vietnamese still need a non-trivial tokenization process compared with Indo-European languages.
An underlying reason for the phenomenon can be attributed to the types of languages. Most Indo-European languages are fusional languages with inflections represented by bound morphemes, which indicate the boundary of meaningful units. Hence, the concept of words is relatively natural in these languages, and the role of words within a sentence is relatively independent and easy to figure out. In contrast, many Asian languages are highly analytic, i.e., Chinese, Vietnamese, Burmese, Khmer, Laotian, and Thai. They overwhelmingly use free morphemes. Consequently, the boundary of meaningful units is non-intuitive in these languages and the role of these free morphemes is much more affected by their contexts. Though bound morphemes in some agglutinative Asian languages, i.e., Japanese and Korean, are clear, the nature of agglutinativeness causes long sequences of bound morphemes, on which the segmentation principles turn not clear. 3 Furthermore, the POS system is not a less confusing and totally detachable issue regarding the concept of words. 4 Although they vary by language, noun and verb are considered as two ultimate and universal classes, 5 and adjectives may be taken as a third class [2] .
Based on the above-mentioned linguistic grounds, we consider a feasible and flexible annotation system for NLP practice that should include the following three features.
(1) a compact tagset for cross-lingual word classes, e.g., nouns and verbs (2) extensibility to language-specific word classes, e.g., pronouns, articles, and the like (3) flexibility to the concept of words, i.e., can tolerate and represent the ambiguities Therefore, nova is motivated by these three features and related descriptions are provided, respectively, in the following three sections.
Basic Tags
We design four basic tags to represent fundamental word classes with three auxiliary tags to represent numbers (1), punctuation marks (.), and tokens with weak syntactic roles (+), e.g., interjections and symbols. Specific descriptions of the basic and auxiliary tags are listed in Table 1 .
As nouns and verbs are two indisputably cross-lingual word classes, we use n and v tags to represent them. To facilitate exchangeability with the G-UNI tagset, we also use a tag to represent adjectives because it is a common (though not universal) word class. The o tag is defined in a negative way, which can be interpreted as a non-n, non-v, and non-a tag for all the modification or complement tokens.
In order to provide an intuitive illustration, we show a virtual example that assumes that English is a language that never uses spaces in its writing system. Then, for a piece of text such as:
oncewedreamtthatwewerestrangers.wewakeuptofindthatweweredeartoeachother. 3 Classic discussions can be referenced in 11.6 of Bloomfield [1] . 4 A joint discussion is provided in Chapter 16 "Form-Classes and Lexicon" of Bloomfield [1] . 5 As discussed in 12.13 of Bloomfield [1] . However, there may be difficulties in annotating, which are marked by question marks in the example, assuming the annotators had only a limited dictionary containing base forms and simple idioms. It may be difficult to determine whether some very small parts (i.e., t and s) or an idiom (i.e., wake up) should be segmented, and whether the two to-s should be tagged identically (the roles seem different). Because the expressiveness of the basic tags is limited, we design modification and combination schemes in nova to make annotations more flexible and expressive.
Modification
The basic tags can be modified by attaching a minus sign "-" to represent functional word classes that play a similar role to the corresponding original tags. As functional words vary between languages, we prefer to annotate them in a derived manner rather than design independent tags. For example, pronouns, common in Indo-European languages, can be represented by n-, considering they can take the place of nouns. In addition, prepositions, which appear in many subject-verbobject languages, can be represented by v-considering that, similar to verbs (but without inflections), they take nouns as arguments. For the same reason, a determiner or an article of a noun can be annotated as a-, and a particle of a verb can be tagged as o-. Thus, with the modifications, the previous example can be further annotated as follows.
once_o we_n-dream_v t_o-? that_o-we_n-were_v stranger_n s_a-? ._. we_n-wake_v up_o-? to_o-find_v that_o-we_n-were_v dear_a to_v-each_a-other_n-._.
The differences between pronouns and nouns, or between prepositions and verbs, are clear in English. However, the differences between functional and content words (morphemes) are not so obvious in many highly analytic languages. We believe the modification scheme is effective because language-specific word classes are connected and represented by those basic cross-lingual word classes in a flexible manner, which can be utilized (or omitted) depending on the requirements.
In practice, a modified basic tag (especially v-) can be represented by the o tag for simplicity; in cases, we prefer to use the extra modification to address the concept of functional, which can provide sub-categories for functional tokens such as v-, a-, and o-. 7 An important reason is the NOVA: A Feasible and Flexible Annotation System 17:5 consideration of the exchangeability for G-UNI tagset, which contains relatively detailed tags for functional words, which will be discussed in Section 4.
Combination
We further design a mechanism that allows the tags described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 to be combined to form more complex and expressive tags and tag sequences, in order to provide a flexible adaption of tokenization ambiguities. The combination is annotated in two ways.
(1) a pair of brackets "[" and "]" to show one or multiple tags "working (together) as" (2) a slash "/" to show non-detachable components within one token When aiming to annotate a language lacking a clear definition of words, tokenization can initially be conducted under simple and clear principles largely based on the sense of native speakers; subsequently, the brackets can be used to handle diverse and complicated exceptions. The philosophy here is the same as that of the modification: the ambiguities in tokenization are mainly afforded by the brackets. If the tokenization cannot be conducted because of special usages, the slash can be used for more detailed annotation. With the combination scheme, we can produce a more informative annotation of the example, as follows.
It can be seen that the suffixes (i.e., t and s), irregular or merged forms (i.e., were), and idioms (i.e., wake up) are covered with no difficulty.
In the example and the following examples illustrated in this article, the working-together-as tag is added after the right bracket (]) and before the left bracket ([) in pairs. The annotation is thus similar to the BIE notation used in many chunking or named entity recognition tasks in NLP, where shallow, two-layered information is restored. The example is, after all, a virtual and carefully annotated one, which may not always be required and achieved in practice. On the other hand, if we always pursue a scrupulous annotation, nested brackets may appear even in simple expressions, such as go_v [v[v ing_o-] v on_o-]v, which reserves too deep and detailed information regarding the common sense of POS tagging. The example here is only used to demonstrate nova's flexibility and precise annotation ability. A conservative and temperate application of the brackets should always be considered in practice.
More properly than the English example illustrated here, the slash is reserved for phenomena of contractions, where an unbreakable token actually cannot be described by a single tag. A typical example is the contraction between prepositions and articles, which is common in many IndoEuropean languages. So, a tag as v-/a-can be conveniently used for am, im, vom, zur, and zum in German, or au, aux, du, and des in French. This mechanism can also be applied for annotating informal colloquial expressions, such as gonna_v/o-(going to), wanna_v/o-(want to), wanna_v/a-(want a), kinda_n/o-(kind of), coulda_v/v (could have), and so forth.
NOVA IN PRACTICE

Two Typologically Typical Languages
We are undertaking the Asian Language Treebank (ALT) project since 2015 [13] , including tokenization, POS tagging, phrase structure tree building, and token alignment with English translations over several low-resource Southeast Asian languages. The first two involved languages are Burmese and Khmer. Both of them are highly analytic in morphology, which is a common feature in Southeast Asian languages. Syntactically, Burmese is a strong head-final language, which is a relatively rare type in Southeast Asia, where most languages have a pure head-initial structure; examples include Khmer, Laotian, Thai, and Vietnamese. Therefore, we consider that Burmese and Khmer, two typologically typical languages that can represent Southeast Asian languages to a considerable extent. We believe that the practical application of nova on these two languages is also applicable to Laotian, Thai, and Vietnamese, as they share certain similar linguistic features.
For the grammar outlines of the two languages, well-edited Burmese grammar in English is provided by Okell [8, 9] , and Okell and Allott [10] ; an English introduction to Khmer grammar is provided by Ehrman et al. [3] . Traditional analyses distinguish verbs and nouns for Burmese and Khmer, but not always for adjectives, which are sometimes classified as (stative) verbs. Adverbs are also marginal, which may be considered as a special usage of nouns or verbs. All functional morphemes are generally classified as particles (or relators), which have complicated sub-categories such as nominal, verbal, phrasal, and sentential. Because of the highly analytic features, many particles are actually grammaticalized nouns and verbs, which make the boundary between functional and content morphemes not so clear in some cases. Most morphemes in the two languages can be combined freely to form stable expressions. Different combination patterns have different levels of strength, and special linguistic phenomena may break in such combination patterns. As a result, the sense of tokenization (and the POS tag of some tokens) is not consistent among native speakers. We show examples of simple Burmese and Khmer sentences in Figures 1 and 2 for intuitive illustration.
As shown in the examples, a morpheme-level analysis is too detailed to represent the sense of native speakers. Thus, constituents (or phrases, slots in the literature) are more commonly used in practice for syntactic and semantic analyses of these languages. An important reason is that constituents are easy to recognize within a sentence, and complicated compositional and grammaticalization phenomena within constituents do not necessarily need to be figured out so clearly. On the other hand, for NLP, the constituent units are too large to be taken as tokens and should be segmented further. However, the concept of words, which is a unit between the two clear extremes of morpheme and constituent, is not always consistent among native speakers. Therefore, we consider intuitive and operational principles of words (i.e., artificial tokens for NLP practice) to be the most important issue in corpus construction for these Southeast Asian languages.
Detailed guidelines on tokenization and POS tagging of Burmese and Khmer using nova have been released with annotated data. 8 In Section 3.2, we first introduce typical examples to show analytic features of the two languages. In Section 3.3, descriptions of using nova to annotate the two languages are presented, which is a summary and explanation of the released guidelines. Statistics and examples from released annotated data are provided in Section 3.4 to show how nova accommodates linguistic phenomena in the two languages.
Typical Analytic Features
Head-Initial Nominal Structure in Burmese As mentioned, Burmese has a general head-final order, in which attributes are mostly placed before the nouns they modify. However, a small set of simple adjectival morphemes can be directly added after nouns. These adjectival morphemes are overwhelmingly single-syllabled and frequently used. Native speakers may not achieve an identical sense of this special structure because only a portion of frequently used expressions have become stable. Figure 3 shows unstable and stable examples. The tokenization and POS tagging around this phenomenon are inconsistent that stable expressions may not be segmented, and a frequently used post-positioned adjectival Spaces are used less frequently in Khmer's writing system, so the sentence actually does not have any space when written. The gray blockinserted positions may be considered as boundary of "phrases" and the underlined groups and other single morphemes are recognized as "words." Notice that the first morpheme in the sentence can be both a single word or a component in a combined expression. Fig. 3 . A typical post-positional, adjectival morpheme in Burmese, with a meaning of great or large. This morpheme can be used as an ordinary adjectival stem but can also be added after nouns freely. The left example of "large sun-glasses" is an unstable expression and the right one of "adult" is a stable expression. For consistency, we prefer to harmoniously annotate both to two tokens with the help of brackets. Fig. 4 . A Khmer expression consisting of a nominal and a verbal morpheme, which can be explained either endocentrically as waterfall (i.e., water which falls) or exocentrically as water falls. However, the expression is still tended to be considered as two tokens by native speakers, even when it means waterfall.
morpheme may be considered as a particle when segmented. In our solution, we prefer to segment out these postpotional morphemes and to tag the sequences as n[n a]n, which clearly and naturally illustrates the components as well as the combination. The annotation is consistent and provides sufficient information on this structure.
Endo-and Exo-Centric Nominal-Verbal Structure in Khmer
Khmer has a strict subject-verb-object and head-attribute word order, but lacks inflections of verbs. An important result of this feature is that the relation of a bi-gram consisting of a noun and a verb can not be determined using only the POS tag; i.e., the relation can be either exocentric (subjectpredicate) or endocentric (head-attribute), as illustrated in Figure 4 . The ambiguity rarely occurs with native speakers because of contexts and common sense knowledge, but an overall verb tag is not sufficient for tagging because very important structure information is lost. However, using brackets under the framework of nova can provide clear and unified tagging. For the example in Figure 4 , we annotate it as n[n v]n if it means waterfall, and as n v if it means water falls.
Complex Verbal Constituents
In both Burmese and Khmer, a strong tendency is to use simple nominal and verbal morphemes to form complex verbal expressions. The meaning of morphemes in such an expression is retained completely in some cases, but the meaning of morphemes playing an auxiliary role may turn vague and nearly functional. However, it is difficult to draw a clear line for different levels of grammaticalization. Examples of Burmese and Khmer are shown in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. According to our principles, we use nova to annotate the two expressions in Figure 5 as v[n v]v and Although it is a stable combination, the negation particle is still inserted in the two morphemes. respectively. An advantage of this method is that each token within the verbal expression has identical tags regardless of the extra morphemes that are inserted, and the integration is addressed by the brackets at the same time.
Other Issues
Several other linguistic phenomena should also be discussed. One important issue involves counter words, i.e., classifiers in counting nouns, which is a common word class in Asian languages but rare in Indo-European languages, and is not supported by the G-UNI tagset. Most classifiers are actually nouns, which causes confusion when deciding whether to use noun or prt (particle) tags under G-UNI. Moreover, classifiers may be regarded as adjectives in some analyses because of modifying nouns. This causes the use of the adj (adjective) tag in some cases. Under nova, however, tags such as a[1 n]a can express a number and a noun-derived classifier working together as an adjective to modify a noun. Hence, the classifiers are annotated analytically and naturally. Another issue is reduplication, which is common in Asian languages and plays various grammatical roles. The reduplication can be used for forming adverbs in Burmese and for emphasis and pluralization in Khmer. To the best of our knowledge, none of the available POS systems widely used in NLP has a scheme for annotating this phenomenon, and currently, we do not provide such a scheme in nova. Because this phenomenon is related to detailed and complicated morphological analysis, we plan to investigate further in practice to decide whether (and how) to handle it specifically.
Annotation Guidelines Tokenization
The Burmese and Khmer texts are segmented into morphemes in principle. As a practical instruction, the texts should be split into meaningful tokens as small as possible. Stable multi-morpheme expressions may remain unsegmented, which is decided by native-speaker annotators' common sense and entries listed in dictionaries. 9 As the two languages are highly analytic, most single morphemes can be treated as words directly. For complicated expressions applying more than one morpheme for an entire concept, the brackets in nova are applied to address the integration. The complicated cases mainly include various compounds, and, especially in Burmese, suffixes.
Usage of Basic and Auxiliary Tags
The usage of basic and auxiliary nova tags is generally according to the instructions in Section 2.2 and Table 1 . The application of n tag is intuitive; it can be applied for all the nominal tokens, including common nouns, proper nouns, and various pronouns. The three auxiliary tags are applied trivially to represent numbers, punctuations marks, and tokens with weak syntactic roles. However, the usage of v, a, and o tags are more affected by language-specific features.
Because the verbal and adjectival morphemes in Burmese share an identical set of functional suffixes in morphology, the adjective can be analyzed as a stative verb and thus is not a necessary word class. Strictly, the v tag can be applied on all the verbal and adjectival morphemes, while the use of v and a tags in practice is dependent on the annotator's common sense of how "dynamic" the morpheme is. For the determiners, the a tag is applied as they are always used to modify nominal tokens. The o tag is applied for all the functional tokens, including conjunction, particles, various suffixes, and a few prefixes. Generally, adverbs in Burmese can be classified as nominal tokens, and in practice, adverbs can be annotated by o or n, based on the annotator's common sense.
In Khmer, the difficulty is mainly around the usage of v and o tags. Due to the lack of inflection and relatively loose syntactic structures, verbs and prepositions have no obvious distinction in sentences when taking nominal constituents as arguments. Although the decision is largely dependent on the native speakers common sense, the v tag is more preferable than o in annotation, as a token should be tagged as v unless it can never be used as an independent verbal morpheme.
Combination
As the combination of simple nominal and verbal morphemes is free in Burmese and especially in Khmer, there are various patterns of compounds. According to the motivation in the design of nova, one compound will be segmented and wrapped by brackets, if the meaning of each component within the compound is relatively retained and related to the meaning of the entire compound. The typical linguistic examples have been introduced in Section 3.2, and real examples in annotating ALT data will be provided in Section 3.4.
An important issue for Burmese is the annotation of affixes, which afford most syntax and derivation information. In general, nominal suffixes, which mainly serve as case-markers, are simply segmented without using the brackets. The exception is on several plural markers, for which brackets are used to show the integration of a nominal constituent. Verbal suffixes, which add various tense and aspect information, are wrapped with brackets to emphasize the integration of a verbal constituent; suffixes for larger syntactic constituents as phrasal and sentential ones, are treated as completely independent tokens, where no brackets are applied. Besides the affixes to add syntactic information, there are also affixes to change the word classes in derivation. These derivational affixes are mainly used for nominalization. Brackets annotation is generally applied on these affixes to wrap a derived nominal constituent.
The brackets may wrap more than two tokens if multiple components are used. When the composition of a constituent becomes complex, the brackets may cover a relatively long range. The usage of brackets is restricted to be shallow, and crossed or nested brackets are avoided.
Modification
The above-mentioned guidelines have covered an initial annotation from scratch. As to the motivation of the design of nova, the modification scheme is an optional refinement of the basic tags, to address the functionality of a part of tokens. In practice, the process is creating lists of functional tokens, conducting modification to the modified tags, and processing specific linguistic phenomena.
Generally, the grammatical forms in Burmese are mainly afforded by a small set of original functional morphemes along with a large set of grammaticalized suffixes. Although the boundary of grammaticalization is not so clear, it can be sorted out to a certain extent. We conducted the modification process for Burmese mainly with reference to Okell and Allott [10] . Specifically, the n-tags are used for general pronouns, including personal, demonstrative, interrogative, and numeral ones, the a-tag for general determiners, most of which derived from n-tagged tokens as a direct modifier for n or n-tagged tokens, and the o-tag for general particles, case-markers, and conjunctions. Combined tokens of n/o-and n-/o-are used for nouns and pronouns with a contracted genitive case-marker that cannot be tokenized. The v-tag is not used in order to avoid confusion. Grammaticalized tokens are consistently annotated as o-because the grammaticalization of morphemes is contextually dependent, which requires sophisticated analysis.
Khmer is more analytic than Burmese, with more flexible phenomena of grammaticalization. In contrast to the case of Burmese, where the v-is reserved, the v-tag is used frequently in the modification process on Khmer data. This is because most functional morphemes in Khmer can be ultimately analyzed as grammaticalized verbal morphemes. The v-tag is thus preferred over the o-tag to indicate the origin of the corresponding morphemes.
Statistics and Examples on Annotated Data
We further present statistics on the released Burmese and Khmer ALT data annotated by nova. 10 Two ways of statistics are conducted. One is over short units (tags and tokens) and another is on long units. The statistics on short ones ignore the brackets, and those on long ones take the bracketed sequences of short units as single units. Figure 7 shows Zipfian features on annotated data. Although Zipf's law is not a "deep law in natural language" [5] , the overall Zipfian distribution on tokens suggests there is no obvious singularity in the tokenization. It should be noticed that a series of long-tag on the two languages, say, combination patterns facilitated by nova, also shows a Zipfian-like tendency, though the log-log plots are steeper than those on tokens. Compared with the non-Zipfian series of short-tag, it suggests that the bracketing annotation covers plenty of phenomena in a heavy-tailed distribution, rather than a simple classification of tokens. 11 Detailed distributions of tags and patterns are listed in Tables 2, 3 , and 4. In Table 2 of short tags, it is obvious that n, v, and o tags nearly cover 90% of the tokens, which is in accordance with the 
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linguistic motivations to provide basic word classes by nova. Most of the o tags in the Burmese data are actually o-, which are those functional tokens affording syntactic information; however, a considerable portion of functional tokens are tagged as v-in the Khmer data, where more than one third of v tags are further modified. In Table 3 , the distribution of frequent basic long tag patterns are presented. An obvious phenomenon in Burmese is that a large portion of o tags are bracketed, which are actually o-for various suffixes from Table 4 . The a tag is not used frequently in Burmese, but it more appears in a[1 n]a and also in a[v o]a. In the case of Khmer, there are more patterns directly formed by basic n and v tags. This suggests that Khmer is more analytic than Burmese, where compounding is more used than derivation in word formation. Notice the endocentric nominal-verbal structures (n[n v]n and n[n v v]n) in Khmer ALT data also have a certain portion, where the brackets provide an exact annotation. As shown in Table 3 , the 12 most frequent basic tags and combination patterns cover around 90% of the long tokens in both languages, among which six patterns in each are annotated by brackets. We further show the five most frequent examples of these bracketed patterns. The total of 30 examples in Burmese and Khmer are listed in Figures 8 and 9 , respectively. In Figure 8 of Burmese, the examples of 1-are the pattern of n[n o]n, where most are nominal tokens attached with a plural suffix. Notice that the plural form of pronouns is also analytic in Burmese, so the n-[n-o-]n- Figure 9 of Khmer, more compounding phenomena can be observed. In the example of 1-1, the plural marker of a pronoun is even a general nominal token with the meaning of "group." In the examples of 2-1, 2-4, and from 5-1 to 5-4, the first component is nearly a grammaticalized morpheme for nominalization; however, the original meaning of "act" is more or less retained. There are less o tags used in the Khmer data than in the Burmese data, as the original meaning of gramaticalized nominal and verbal tokens is addressed in annotation, and thus, n and v tags are preferred. The pattern o[o o]o in examples of 6-show that many functional expressions in Khmer are still analytic. Because native speakers are still aware of the compositional substructure within these expressions, brackets are applied conveniently for an analytic annotation.
NOVA, G-UNI, AND UNI-DEP 4.1 Descriptive Ability of Tagset
Generally, the basic and modified nova tags can be regarded as a simplified and modularized version of G-UNI, and the exchangeability between the two systems is reserved to a large extent. Table 5 shows a naïve mapping from G-UNI (and from the extended UNI-DEP) tagset to nova's basic and modified tags without considering language-specific details. In the two middle rows, the mapping is almost one-to-one between G-UNI and modified nova, except that the conj (conjunction) and prt (particle) in the G-UNI tagset are both mapped to nova's o-. This is reasonable because the conjunction is actually not such a universal class of words and the particle is somewhat of a catch-all class for functional words that are difficult to classify. Thus, they are covered by an identical tag in nova, which can be interpreted as a general functional modifier. In the upper row, UNI-DEP provides more detailed sub-classes in tagging. Specifically, the conj tag is substituted by two tags of cconj and sconj to distinguish coordinating and subordinating conjunctions, respectively. Proper nouns are separated from general nouns by a propn tag. Other introduced tags are aux (auxiliary verb), sym (symbol), and intj (interjection). Basic nova tags in the lower row in Table 5 provide a basic and coarse annotation, where the information to address functional words is lost. However, this kind of information can be partly compensated by the lexicalized frequency in real data. The comparison shows that the descriptive ability of nova is nearly equal to that of G-UNI, with the flexibility on switching between a generalized version and a modified version.
A well-balanced point is important in designing a universal POS tagging system, where the tradeoff between generality and specificity should be measured. A detailed tagset, although providing informative annotation, may turn too specific regarding one or a group of particular languages, and thus, not consistently applicable on languages with different features. The tradeoff between generality and specificity motivates the overall designing of nova, although certain information may be lost in specific cases compared with G-UNI and UNI-DEP. Reviewing our original motivation, the position of nova can be located at facilitating an interface for annotation from raw data to a relatively informative level, from scratch to a basically linguistically aware level. Hence, it can be considered nova provides an efficient and (nearly) seamless basis for G-UNI or UNI-DEP tags, and for further development on sophisticated language-specific annotation. The G-UNI tagset bridges established POS tag systems on different languages in a top-down manner, 12 while nova provides a fundamental ground for those unstudied languages in a bottom-up manner. 
Flexibility in Tokenization
As mentioned, word boundary is not so intuitive for many highly analytic languages. Besides definitions and explanations offered by linguistic theories, a more practical way in NLP engineering is to create large annotated corpora, and to take those corpora themselves as a "data-driven standard de facto" for the concept of words. An example is the tokenization for Chinese, where a practical solution has been solidly established by (1) segmentation guidelines, (2) lexicon, and (3) segmented corpus [4] . Here, (1) is a linguistically driven component and (2) is a dictionary-based component, both of which stay in the scope of manual rules. Segmented corpus (3) is a real data-driven component to overcome the limitation of (1) and (2). More essentially, the concept of words in terms of NLP is more of an artificially created unit based on practice, rather than a pure linguistic or conventional consensus. Consequently, the solid basis for tokenization must be established from adequate NLP practices. For low-resource languages, nova can accelerate the process. As ambiguities and inconsistency are unavoidable in manually annotated data, especially in those data preliminarily annotated from scratch, an important issue is, thus, to keep those problematic cases controllable in regard to practical tasks and further standardization. The combination mechanism in nova thus integrates the information of tokenization and POS tagging in a unified representation, i.e., the information on tokenization is enriched by POS tags, and the POS tagging can be launched and carried on with tokenization simultaneously. Compared with the three components in the case of Chinese tokenization, nova actually provides a way to realize (3), i.e., annotated corpus, not only tokenized, but further POS tagged, when there is not a well-prepared (1), i.e., detailed guidelines. nova bridges the two components to mutually improve each other in the process of corpus construction.
Facilitated by nova, we consider an annotation process of joint tokenization, and POS tagging from scratch can be decomposed into the following coarse-to-fine stages:
(i) to realize initial POS tagging under unstable tokenization by combined basic nova tags (ii) to realize more informative functional POS tagging by modified nova tags (iii) to realize stable tokenization and POS tagging by converting nova to G-UNI and UNI-DEP (iv) to realize language-specific annotation Generally, the original motivation of G-UNI is located at (iv) → (iii), i.e., inter-lingual process for different languages with available annotated data, while the motivation of nova is in a reversed direction starting from (i). It can be considered that nova is placed at a "pre-G-UNI" stage, from realized annotated data up to the level of G-UNI in a more efficient way.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this article, we proposed nova, a feasible and flexible annotation system for joint tokenization and POS tagging. nova provides an interface of fundamental and efficient annotation from scratch for low-resource languages. More informative annotation can be established gradually on the basic annotation provided by nova.
To illustrate the practical usage of nova, descriptions on two typical Southeast Asian languages, i.e., Burmese and Khmer, are provided, including guidelines, statistics, and examples of the annotation. We have released the guidelines and annotated data of Burmese and Khmer by nova. Broadly, we plan to apply nova in joint tokenization and POS tagging on other low-resource languages, which share similar linguistic features with the two languages discussed in this article.
